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RATIONAL-EMPIRICAL CRITERIA OF SCIENCE AND
THE PROBLEM OF PREDICTION
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The temper of our times 18 uncertainty. The quest of our times is for security.
Thta state of affairs is not unknown htstorically, but the contemporary scene,
at least in thia country, haa one significant d1fference from the historical past:
whereas in prevlous times the Quest tor security in the face of 1nsecurity
manifested itself in wholesale returns to re11g1on. the modem reaction-with
lOme formal underwrlt1ng - haa been to turn in significant proportions to
the actences of human behaVior for a solution. The magnitude of the demand
caught psycholOlY unaware, and the unpreparedness of the profession resulted
in an hiatus between demand and supply. The profession ballooned much faster
than the science could progress <13>' An unhappy result has been that the
science of psycholOlY haa been far oversold.

It 11 the thea1a of this paper that the hiatus between demand and supply
11 cloe1ng and that the time 18 ripe to proceed with the caution of science. That
peycholO8'Y has done all that has been asked of it is more in the realm of
wiah-fulfUlment than fait accompli. The hustle and bustle of actiVity in
cl1nical PlycholOlY in the last five years has not been without some qntortunate
concomitants. The pressure of demand has resulted in some loose method and
spurious productivlty. There 18 a danger that the professional balloon might
burst from the hot air of excessive promises, and the field itself is becoming
self-conscious, and, as it were, conscience-stricken. The leaders <10, 12 14) are
caWng for more adequate methods and less of the helter-skelter techniques
which frequently lead to deviations from the proper and tested methods of
lClentific production. There 18 an apparent desire to survive as a science rather
than an esoteric and unrel1able art. The profession 18 becoming organized again
on the bas1s of new standards.

It 18 time to alough off the penumbra of false method and specious half
truths that have Infiltrated into contemporary psychology and concentrate
on the methodical and sure procedures of scientific inquiry, slow and painful
as they may be to the panacean enthusiast. It is time we separate the trained
ac1entlst from the educated charlatan. It is time for caution against con
tinuing excesses. It is time for a reaffirmation of what Percy Bridgman (3)
haa termed "intelligent" method.

So much for an introduction. Now for a b1ll of particulars.
APnAL TO AVTBOIUTY. First of all, there is a tendency wit.hin psychology to

substitute an appeal to authority as a measure of scientific validation for the
estab11ahed and proper appeal to the emp1r1cally tested fact. But there is no
substitute for the emp1r1ca1ly tested fact. There is no authority that can long
stand in front of the most stubborn thing in all of science: a controverting
fact. However, It is in the areas of relative absence of facts that the authoritar
ian criterion is used. It is said that in such areas it is better to follow the
br1ll1ant op1n1ona of -one man than to do nothing at all. This is a specious
halt-truth. It results in a procedure wblch is extravagant, time-wasting, emo
ttonal. and. in the ultimate. lnadequate and unproductive. This bas been a hard
1-.00 for psycholOl1ata to learn. The procedure 1a 'easUy recognizable and
uauall1 follows a sequential pattern such as this:

Phase 1. The psycholOl1st either studies under or reads the writings of some
one with whom he acrees. In the absence of any criterion better
than tbia, he labels the authority "brl111aDt."

Pbue I. It the psycholQl1st has not before stucl1ed under the authority. he
now aoes and does so for about two weeD.

PhaIe 3. Tb~ PQChGloIiat comes back to b1a home IlOUUda with 8ometh1ng
of a "Pathel'" or ..Master't complex aDd Interprets everything be
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sees or does in terms of whether or not it acrees with the op1n1ons
of his Master. This is passed off as research.· This appeal not
on1J faDs to be factual, it falls to pay cognjance to the verY
methoda by which facts are obtained.

Phase ,. There is a period of varying duration in which th18 techn1que of
ver1f1abWty dominates the method to the exclusion of the pos
sible or even, and thJs is the crux of the matter, the cledrcabUtir
of factual confirmation.

Phase 5. Finally, the ultimate stage, the psychologist d1aaIreea a little bit
with the Master, - and 10, we have a new and more aattafac
tory authority.

Some exaggeration has been taken for purposes of 1llustratlon. (How much?)

ANTI-ANALYSIS ATTITUDE. A second area of m1appreheDBion might be described
as the hangover from the anti-analysis debauch. The literal meaning of anti
analysis is anti-control, and It usually takes the forms of anti-laboratory, anti
comparative, and anti-statistical biases. This viewpoint is, therefore, essentially
anti-scientific, and it very thinly vella a philosophy of despair and a consequent
methodological anarchism. Again specious reasoning is employed to camouflqe
an unproductive negativism.

The very essence of the empirical component of scientific method Is contrOl,
systematic variation and measurement (,). These are experimental proce
dures and as such are analytic. They are not necessarily laboratory procedures,
nor do they necessarUy involve the ultimate in precision with measurements
always in refined and extensive units; yet as procedures they are analytic.
Analysis is not only the customary method of science; it is the absolutely es
sential method to produce advances in knowledge. Without It not even intel
llgent communication is possible. There can be no argument against analys1a
per Be. but there can be and have been arguments against that type of analyall
which believes that the only proper result is to find restricted and .tatlc
units which have an independent entity existence in their own right, and
which by combinations and concatenations shall account for all characterta
tics of a synthetic whole (2). This type of analysis involves several improper
assumptions and has been adequately criticized in the past-fbr example, by
John Dewey (9) in his paper on the reflex-arc concept in psychology, and
by Harvey Carr (7) who called it a naive methodological monism, or "quest
for constants."

However, the same reasons which have made this "atomistic" type of
analysis invaUd also act as reasons to require the existence of controll 10
method. An essentially changing subject matter by its very nature cannot
be studied without controls. Control, 10 this sense, does not mean ril1dlty or
lack of variation; a process can control a process. Without control it fa never
possible to verify the effect of a stimulus variable because its effect would
be confounded by what the changing subject matter might be doing in Ipite
of the stimulus variable. This is a very simple matter and it fa the firlt Itep
in experimental method. Without it, no amount of endeavor can produce data
with scientific meantng. But to someone who hal interpreted anti-atomtam
as anti-control even this flrst step is unavatlable, and so, therefore, fa Iclentl
fie production.

The purpose of control, or analysts, fa to identify variables and then either
to el1m1nate them, or keep them constant, or counterbalance them, or mea-

. sure their effect separately from the 1Ddependent variable of esperlment&~
(16). Not to do 80 confounds the data. Without the proper dealp ·there 11
DO amount of data collection whlch can have ac1eDt111c mean"'" We fre
quently hear of the need to "uplore" re1atloDshlpe and to do 40 in an
.'UnaUuctured" or "field" or "clynam1c" altuatloa As frequently sa DOt tbJI
phras1nc Ja employed to lWIe the ab8ence of controls. There iI a teDd8DC1
to beUeve that an unfettered collection of data or protocoJa wW, 11 eontlDued
lone enouab. aomebow eDd in estabUsb1D8 rneantna1U1 .eneraUatloDa. Bnt
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data taken under a lack of control or design are confrounded. No meaningful
pneraUzat10ns can result. There may be numbers, there may be protocols,
and there may be stat1atical manipulations. When typed these things may
fID notebook after notebook and library after library. But they are categorical
ly worthless. There is no need to underemphasize this point. These data are
irrevocably and irretrievably without meaning. There is no statistic which
can mate confounded data have any greater use than to f111 a waste-basket.

There is a deatgn in human experimentation which lliustrates this point at
a denotative level. It involves the use of a pre-test, the introduction of an in
dependent variable, and then a post-test. To attempt to draw a conclusion
from a Quantitative compartson of the results of the pre and post tests and
attribute the conclusion to the independent variable is to do the simplest and
moat fundamentally wrong thing that is possible. If there is no control group
or comparison condition which has the same design without that independent
variable, no compar1sons can be made or conclusions drawn. Data can be
obtained, - yes. It may be put on 8% x 11 sheets of paper and piled as high
aa the Empire State building. Frequency distributions may be tabulated,
standard errors computed, and critical ratios obtained to show that the chances
are leas than one in a trillion trU1ion that the pre and post test difference
could be accounted for by chance. But this is not to say that this' difference
waa due to the independent variable.

There is no need for understatement here. This uncontrolled design has
been used. Results trom its use have been reported as "research." This is a
desecration of the name of science and a travesty of its method. There Is
no reason to be proUd. Ignorance of the need for control is unintelligent. An
anti-control attitude is inexcusable.

PuDICTIOIf AS A CRITERION or THEORY. There is a third area in which psycho
loctats can be accused of loose usage and unfortunate misconceptions. It in
volves a tendency upon the part of some to believe that the requirement of
theory in the method of science (5, 8> is in and of itself an adequate justifica
tion for the existence of any rational interpretative framework. But theory
is a technical procedure in the logic of science and there are positive criteria
that are avallable to evaluate the worth of any theory that may be proposed.
There is a rather vague appreciation of this in some quarters and theories are
apt to be defended "because they work." But the word "work" as used in this
connection is itself a technical term and a close examination ot how some
theories "work" reveals an absence of the necessary evidential criteria tor
the term to apply. There is one sense in Which all theories "work;" 1. e..
that they can predict with some success. Not even the pragmatists, however.
are w1lUnI to accept this criterion without qualification. There is no theory
that would lack acceptance and dtgnity if this were the only criterion of its
worth. It and It alone would make great theorists ot St. Paul. Father Divine,
Madame ztta, Mary Baker Eddy, Almes semple McPherson, the race-track
tout, and the penny weighing machines on Main Street.

In c11n1ca1 psycholOlY It is a commonplace that any therapy works, and
as all or nearly all therapies are based upon theoretical frameworks, any
of the latter alao work. U this were the only criterion of the acceptabWty of
a aclentiftc theory it would certa1DlY not be necessary to require four or five
yean of the hilhest type of formal education to learn It. It Is the type of
rMaOn1n, that keeps ignorant superstition alive. PresumablY our theories
mould be better than that else we would be hard put to defend our gra
duate lDatruct10n to say notb.lna of certWcation and Ucensure JH'OCA"'"<'lnp.

AU tbeor1e8 Involve prem1se8 or postulates and it 18 true that sclent1fic method
doll Dot require that all of these prem1se8 be capable of direct emp1r1cal
Yerlftcatlon <1. 11, 16). Rational procedures of deduction from the prem1ses,
however, do ~Ye a requirement which represents the cruz of the matter under
clllculldon. Prem1ae8 aut be stated in such a way that deductions from them
aDow for Ule operations of both eoDfirm&Uon and tallure of contlrmatton
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(6, 8>' Only under these conditions d~ testabWty exists. Only prec:Uctions
from this type of postulate set test a theory. Only a theory which works under
these conditions works in a scientific sense. A proof is not a proof If there
was no posslbll1ty of disproof. ThIs is the original meaning of the phrase

that an exception proves the rule.
Consider the premise that "au events occur as the wW of God," or that

"all men are mortal," or that behavior Is the result of either a Ufe instinct
or a death instinct working together, or that a particular therapy can help
those who can help themselves. How Would or could theories with anyone
of these postulates be disproved? Where is the deduction which would test?
But they do predict. They "work" in that sense. But 80 does superstition work.

Consider the theory that juke-boxes are worked by a little dynamic spirit in
side who pockets the money and then plays the record. A prediction can be
made that if you put in money a record will be played. When you perform
the empirical operations the theory may well be conf1rmed. But there is the
question of valid confirmation. 'Ibis requires the operations of a test Where
the crucial aspect Is not the prediction of success 80 much as the poas1bWty
of the prediction of failure. To name the Uttle dynamic spirit a "hypothetical
construct" in no way d1gn1tles the theory which subsumes within Its postulate
everything that empirical procedures can produce. It wUl catch a datum no
matter which way it may fall. It does not predict in a scientific sense. Yet
it may produce a spurious sense of satisfaction to the theorist who believes
that predictions are being confirmed. A great deal of emotion may be marshal
led to defend this procedure which gathers counterfeit wool in place of the
proper currency of science: testable fact.

ANARCHISM. A final point in the negative bill of particulars - the least
understandable and most outrageous one of all. There is a current and, let
us hope. only local belle! that because science recognizes there is no absolute
knowledge and all knowledge is relative, that - here it comes - anybody can
define science in any way he wants to. This is a non sequitur 80 horrendous
that the writer could not have believed it to come from a presumably trained
source. What can one say about such a syllogism? It 18 not so much the ex
pression of abysmal ignorance that is serious, it is the motivation which
11UlSt lie behind it that is frightening. It is possible to do something about
ignorance, but what can be done about the desire to be anti-scienific?

This leads to the final problem of this paper. For the writer whose research
strongly suggests that the saying of "wrong" is not enough to eliminate forms
of behavior, the proper question he may ask himself 18: what gOOd can come
from thJs negative specification? The theory in learning has it that alternative
forms of correct behavior need to be present and available before negative
instruction can do any good. But this theory assumes a motivation to be cor
rect and correctness is always defined by the experimenter, not by the 8ub
Ject. If there is no such motivation to be correct by the experimenter's deftn
1t1on, there 18 nothing the latter can do if he cannot change the subject's
motivation.

There is another theory, this time trom cllnlca1 psychology, that aaya posi
tive corrective action Is not possible untU there has been a release of nesative
expreM10n to clear the air. For myself, the air baa been cleared.
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